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230/1 
Aline multipurpose chair 
¶ 78 ¢ 54 | 58 ¡ 44

230/2 
Aline multipurpose chair 
¶ 78 ¢ 59 | 58 ¡ 44

232/1 
Aline task chair 
¶ 76/88 ¢ 65 | 64 ¡ 40/52

232/2 
Aline visitor chair 
¶ 76/88 ¢ 65 | 64 ¡ 40/52

230/6 
Aline counter/bar stool 
¶ 105 ¢ 59 | 61 ¡ 69

233/1 
Aline-S multipurpose chair 
¶ 78 ¢ 54 | 58 ¡ 44

233/1 
Aline-S multipurpose chair 
¶ 78 ¢ 54 | 58 ¡ 44

233/2 
Aline-S multipurpose chair 
¶ 78 ¢ 59 | 58 ¡ 44

233/4 
Aline-S counter/bar stool 
¶ 105 ¢ 54 | 61 ¡ 69



Aline
230 range, design: Andreas Störiko

Aline’s expresses an exceptional approach in a changing working environment. The materials used to make it are 
reduced to the max and the range offers superb comfort, ease of use and an airy, lightweight appearance. Thanks 
to their stylish aesthetic, the materials used in the chairs and tables make the furniture almost fade into the back-
ground, therefore maintaining the architectural ambience even when the space contains lots of furniture. As a result, 
designer Andreas Störiko has created a new standard in furniture above and beyond traditional office and conference 
 environments. Whether people are waiting around, holding conferences or discussions, having something to drink 
or eat, or just meeting up for a chat: the Aline furniture range looks good anywhere – and can be stowed away in no 
time if required. 

236/1 Round Ø 75 cm, 
235/1 Square 60 x 60 cm (not 
pictured), height 45 cm

235/2 Square 70 x 70 cm,  
236/2 Round Ø 75 cm (not pictured), 
height 73 cm

235/3 
Square 60 x 60 cm, 
height 105 cm

236/3 
Round Ø 70 cm, height 105 cm. 
Can optionally nest into one another

237/00 
Rectangular, depth 70 – 90 cm, 
width 140 – 200 cm, height 73 cm

237/6 Round, Ø 140 cm, 
237/2 Round, Ø 90 cm (not pictured), 
height 73 cm



Aline multipurpose chairs’ breathable high-tech covers adapt to different body shapes and allow people to sit back and relax while following 
discussions or presentations. 





Thanks to their open-pore covers on the front and seat, Aline chairs are acoustically neutral. This makes them the number one choice in multipurpose 
function rooms.





A range for any backdrop: Aline tables are ideal as generous-sized conference tables, cafeteria or seminar tables, or even compact desks.





Top marks for practicality: the square and round high tables are optionally available with slots in the table top, allowing space-saving stacking of 
up to three high tables.



The seat and backrest frames of the Aline-S models aren’t covered with transparent fabric but with stretchy, slatted membranes to make them 
especially easy to keep clean in canteens.



Exclusively for black seat and backrest frames: the two-tone covers in silver-
black and copper-black enhance the interior design options by offering 
 nuanced material and colour concepts. For even more comfort and  choices 
of  material and colour: the task chairs’ seats optionally come with textile 
 cushioning with high-quality stitched fluting.

Functions

The chairs’ light weight allows easy 
form-fit stacking of up to 15, and 
with a stacking trolley of even up to 
20 chairs with or without armrests, 
with just 20 mm per chair added 
to the overall height of the chairs 
stacked. The backrest edge acts as 
a handle, side slots in the seat frame 
make the chairs easy to pull forward 
and remove from the stack.



The special glides on the inline connec-
tor are equally clever and allow models 
 without armrests or alternately with arm-
rests to be positioned and joined together 
– without any loose parts or any adverse 
affect on the chairs’ stacking capabilities.

Functions

Useful accessories for large events: the easy-to-slot-on clips with row or seat 
numbering. The inline connector, available as an accessory for the multi-
purpose chair, is child’s play to use. It automatically snaps back and is made 
of shot-blasted, matt chrome-plated flat steel: just fold it out, clip into the next 
chair and you’re done!



Seat and backrest frame  
Aline

Black, grey or white

Seat cushioning upholstery material

47 | 54 | 60 | 63 | 66 | 67 | 68 
You can find all upholstery materials and further colours in our media center

Polyester fabric 
Aline

Black, grey, white, copper-black or silver-black

Frame surfaces 

Bright chrome-plated tubular steel

Awards Aline-S

2014

Seat and backrest frame, membrane 
Aline-S

Black or white

230 range chairs

Awards Aline



Awards

Table columns

Bright chrome-plated tubular steel, black or white coated

Uprights and foot sections

Bright chrome-plated aluminium, black or white coated

Star base

Bright chrome-plated aluminium

Disc base

Polished stainless steel, black or white coated

Table surfaces

Black or white, veneer versions 1 or 2 on request 
You can find our current fabric collection in our media center.

230 range tables



Aline 
230 range. Design: Andreas Störiko, Aline 2005, Aline-S 2014.
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An impressive object in homes too: the stylish rectangular Aline table combined with the task chair whose height is precision adjustable.


